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MV850™ MISSION CONFIGURATION

TACTICALLY DESIGNED ACCESSORIES
CREATE A MISSION VERSATILE PLATFORM
tactical accessories
| STANDARD SPARE TIRE ASSEMBLY

A

1522029-686

B

E

F

| IR LIGHT (REQUIRES SWITCH)

B

4011504 (4013572)

| HAND WARMERS

C

2877363

Adventure Lights stealth illuminator IR light is compact, robust, flexible and waterproof
(NOT PICTURED)

Handlebar heating pads for riding in cool and cold weather

| THROTTLE / THUMB WARMERS

D

2877364

(NOT PICTURED)

Heating kit to keep throttle thumb warm in cool and cold weather

| RAM® GPS MOUNT

E

2880546

Ram GPS mount kit secures to the MV850's handlebar and allows it to be placed in an easy to view location

| MV850 LITTER MOUNTS (LITTER NOT INCLUDED)

F

2879823

| SERVICE KIT

G

Kit is capable of supporting one NATO litter to transport personnel on the rear rack
(NOT PICTURED))

2204897

| MV850 COVER

H

2880972

Kit includes: Oil Filters (pack of 4), Brake Pad Assemblies (2 kits of 4), Spark Plugs (pack of 4), Drive Belts (2),
Air Intake Filters (4), Fuel Filters (4), Spare Tire Assembly (1)

H

Made of a durable sand 600D solution-dyed polyester with easily accessible straps and a ratchet in the rear
to confidently secure to the vehicle

towing
I

A

Standard MV850 Tire - 26X8-14, steel rim, Carlisle “Terrathon”, 4-ply, run flat

| MV 850 PINTLE HITCH (REQUIRES BALL - 2")

L
(NOT PICTURED)

2204798 (2877603) 2" Pintle Hitch designed for the MV850, requires a 2" ball (specs and options in chart below)
J

| TACTICAL TRAILER LIGHT ADAPTER
2880445

K

(NOT PICTURED)

4-pin trailer connector attaches to vehicle to power the trailer's taillights and is compatible with the MV850's blackout mode (for
exclusive use with the Polaris tactical trailer)

| TACTICAL TRAILER CARGO NET FROM BEDNET® – 55X55"
2880823

(NOT PICTURED)

M

Secure loads quickly and effectively with this durable cargo net from Bednet®, made to fit the Polaris tactical trailer. Constructed of
polyester seat belt webbing, coated steel hooks and nylon buckles, these dependable nets are also easy to use with four adjustable
straps integrated into the net

cargo accessories
L

| CARGO NETS FROM BEDNET®

2880822 (32"X43")
2881033 (24"X33")
M

Secure loads quickly and effectively with durable cargo nets from Bednet®. Constructed of polyester seat belt webbing, coated steel
hooks and nylon buckles, these dependable nets are also easy to use with four adjustable straps integrated into the net

| FENDER BAG (ADDITIONAL)
2204782

This bag is made up of a 600D UV Coated Poly with a water-resistant backer, perfect for storing the standard MV850 tools or other
items requiring protection from the elements. Attaches to vehicle fender. Vehicle comes standard with one fender bag.
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